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Prologue   

I didn't know I can only see so much.  

 

It is somewhere I’ve never been.  

I am sitting in an open field,  

beneath a mountain.  

The sun is coming up on the horizon.  

 

In the distance I hear a road 

birds singing  

cowbells 

creaking wood.  

 

I didn't know that a part of me I'd lost  

could still exist. 

That at twenty, I cried only  

for what my body carried,  

a soul not yet a child,   

and not for myself.  

 

I write now to reach 

her, who was once me, 

longing for lines as thread.  

 

Here I recognise my desire for myself  

as old as this mountain I sit beneath.   

 

I know life is clumsy sometimes, with too many metaphors.  

I know when the settlers came, they named  

the landscape with their own terms 

and these terms are now mine.   

 

The language that  

I'm looking for 
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sees the world afresh.  

It's the knowing in my bones,  

the rivers running through me.  

 

I didn't know I could be an instrument, 

a fork digging at a hard wound. 

 

On my father’s side  

our ancestors crossed the dark waters  

from Madras 

and landed in Durban.  

They didn't know where they were going  

and I don't know what they left behind.  

 

I borrow books on indenture  

to remember who they were.  

 

occupation trade sugar demand famine poverty 

avarice rootless labourers 

 

Words try to bridge time but are so brittle.  

 

Did they ask the waters to swallow their past?  

 

There's a cold breeze  

yet the mountain is still 

carved against the sky in browns,  

deep-dark or yellow-grey. 

 

I wonder about the people who crossed 

here hundreds of years before.  

Where do their spirits go when we put up fences?  

Does the land tell the story if we listen?  
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The things we leave behind  

leave traces behind in us:   

home, belonging, a safe place called mine. 

I  know writing is a search for them. 

 

I didn't know it was a puzzle  

I can't work my way out of.  
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Leaves 

Aren't we leaves after all?  

Returning year after year,  

new yet ancient.  

The desire  

 

hidden in you  

is your father's, or his. 

Amidst the debris, this gift. 

The holes passed down in their stories  

help you find your own.   

In the middle, something joyful and delicate  

we live our lives to remember.  

The leaves, though,  

they never  

forgot in the first place.  
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For quiet girls  

for the girls who live in that place for what’s forgotten  

with socks, hats, pot plants and homework.  

 

the ones that aren’t the prettiest, or funniest, or smartest.  

who are not very brave  

or have that extra thing that could get you out the township.  

 

the ones who wait 

in suburbs and schools, 

in shopping malls or on street corners  

 

with their desire to retreat, 

weighed under what’s not theirs, 

lines drawn by mothers and grandmothers  

and fathers who are not there.  

 

for the quiet girls who don’t get chosen.  

in a corner on the playground  

knowing they could join if given a chance  

but not knowing how to say “I want to”. 

 

who have everything in them  

but not years to lay in the ground  

or plenty of water and sunshine  

 

so if they don’t grab their one chance to flower,  

they never will 
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Reconfiguring Sadness 

1.  

 

I lie fallow, waiting. The sun breaks the clouds and pens 

scuttle across pages. I left you on Saturday and since then 

nothing is okay. I wake up every morning hoping for a 

change. For newness to seep in. I am cold, cold, cold. A stone 

at the bottom of a well. 

I left and nothing is okay. It was just a regular Saturday. 

Nothing could separate it from any other. There was no 

huge electric storm. No flashes of lightning across the sky.  

I wish I could write beautifully about the crack between us, 

so you could see flowers growing out of it. But all I am is 

this. A stone at the bottom of a well.  

 

 

2. 

 

Since morning I lie / across the bottom hoping / huge  

But see nothing, just sky / all about  

clouds write in lightning / forgotten pages of I  

a stone cold sun / flashes between every no  

 

Is it Saturday / 

There I was / 

well okay / electric regular dramatic  

I was any and other / am could and for  

But nothing could wake you from a cold / okay I 

No pens could scuttle up / this change of It  

and the storm left us / then fallow / separate to The I  
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it is a Saturday 

A newness breaks / of flowers beautifully  

growing across the crack /  

I am A wish stone  

left at the bottom /  

for I seep out cold / so nothing is forgotten  
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Somewhere in between  

If I could imagine the world as I wanted, just for one day,  

and what it would be like for you and me,  

 

we would find a place between yours and mine,  

right in the middle by the sea. 

 

I would swim every day, cook you fish and vegetables, make 

love to you 

and write – beautiful things, ugly things – whatever I wanted  

and  

in the afternoons work in a library, devising games  

and stories with young souls. 

 

You would go for quiet walks, plant vegetables, build stairs and 

cupboards for us,  

and make films – beautiful ones, ugly ones – whatever you 

wanted  

and  

take them around the world, showing them to different people.  

 

What do I do with this little desire? 

Do I find a pocket of reality to fit it into?  

Or let it rise, offer  

 

it to the air  

and wait patiently for a reply. 

For my heart to signal  

when the time is right. 
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Day after Day  

Watch 

sunlight shapes the corner  

through  

the window.  

Trace  

 

outlines of trees.  

Listen to  

 

water flow through pipes  

as  

ocean waves far away  

come in  

 

with the breeze.  

The sky  

open blue  

to blanket grey,  

three hours before  

sundown.  

Birds stretch-winged, land closing. 

 

Lie awake under white sheets, stiff, 

dry on tired skin. Shadows  

 

flirt across the wall, five  

minutes  

past midnight. Lonely  

 

piano notes rise and drift. 

The wind, storms beyond the glass. 

Thoughts echo in the corners.  
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Watercolour pink stains the sky  

 

just before sunrise, 

ruffled hair and worn eyes.  

Tears flow salty  

ringing silence all around. 

A black pen inks blue pages. 

 

On the windowsill  

purple-pink flowers  

wilt slowly.  
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Skin 

this thin sheaf that holds me – 

bones, flesh, heart – inside, 

pores open out. 

is that how the sad gets in? 

lying next to him,  

I felt paper thin. 

 

I thought of this today driving home, 

turned the corner and touched my knee, 

a scab forming where I fell last week 

on uneven pavement 

watching a crazy man talk to no one. 

he saw, and said, “it's okay, mistakes happen.” 

 

I walked away, looking at my raw  

flesh  

scraped clear  

waiting  

for the blood to come  

then  

harden into brown, 

healing yet hurting. 

one day it will regrow 

a smooth surface with 

a few marks.  

 

I want to do that, 

to regrow, re-form my self, 

be that miracle 

 

(when you can't see the wound 

how do you know where to start?) 
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Love note for me  

Don’t stay in that corner feeling so small. 

Take my hand, let’s go out.  

We’ll sit in the sun, feel it warm up our toes,  

tell each other stories.  

  

We’ll be little   

and notice all the details  

because nothing is unimportant.  

 

Like how the light on your thigh  

changes in a moment 

as the clouds shift 

 

and the wind lifts the leaves  

at the bottom  

of the branch  

while the ones at the top  

 

stay dead still.  

 

Let’s map the wind  

in neon pink traces.  

Can you see the path  

it takes  

across your back,  

through your hair,  

the mess  

of lines that brush the sky? 

 

And the silence has a depth to it  

that distant cars erupt from like stars.  
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Your ache can stretch then 

into a cry,  

 

a shout,  

 

a scream,  

 

an embrace  

 

that vibrates across the world.  

 

You can crack too  

seep into the soil 

and be here forever. 
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At home in you  

outside on the floor 

in a frame of cuddle 

not too soft 

we love to pull the comfortable 

jump down each other 

rested contained tight 

just laying 

my dreams at home in you 
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Where do poems come from?  

I've read poems that feel like no one ever wrote them,  

as if they arrived fully formed in the writer's hands.  

 

Did they drift in through the window?  

Or were they grown in the heart,  

watered and pruned for years. 

And can we find them all or just a chosen few? 

 

Perhaps they were laboured,  

rock placed on rock,  

so carefully you can't see the seams.  

 

I like to think there's a place where all these poems live,  

somewhere dark like the ground of a vlei  

below the thrusting shoots of grass,  

waiting for their moment to be called  

and return whispering stories of their birth.  

 

An underground pool of truth-speaking  

where all our words meet and hug each other 

and have a party. 
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Words  

“The world is full of hate”   

 

People say this a lot 

and I think how words are alive. 

 

Words like hate, fear, can't, don't  

curl tight  

 

little fingers tie ropes around my veins. 

But hope, love, dream  

these words open,  

nestle in my skin. 

Soft pebble rain, 

they bring the sky into my heart. 
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I don't have a language 

I don't have a language.  

The one I use is borrowed. 

Broken in years ago, 

a jagged jigsaw,  

a necessity. 

 

Mother tongue, they say, as if  

it's an umbilical cord to some 

secret sense of who you are. 

 

They packed theirs in a box, 

put an ocean between us. 

Now I dream of taking trains 

to places I've never been. 

 

I was born in this borrowed skin. 

I wear it like it’s mine, enunciate  

my words.  

But can't make it sing. Not  

from my bones. 

 

My mind was shaped to fit these cut corners. 

To become success, wrapped in new ways. 

Someone they wouldn't recognise. 

A note from a song split off and drifted. 

 

Is this what they wanted? 

The ones who weren't born here. 

What are dreams anyway 

but something learnt from American TV.  

 

They came here and I'm arriving still, 

looking into silence.  
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Family 

We have spoken so much 

about politics. 

Ideas crowd the wooden table 

gifted by my grandmother, 

verbal jabbing, wanting to be heard. 

 

But say nothing about 

the hurt taut in our voices 

nor the fragile love beneath. 
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City sky 

We lie in a ring of trees 

on cool summer grass,  

my head on his chest. 

He wants to show  

me  

night on the farm,  

 

where silence meets stars.  

But here I love him like this sky,  

city black with scattered rocks. 

The way we can look up  

and remember  

no matter how small,  

how weighed down we are,  

above us it's open forever.  
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Everyday  

There is love in ordinary things,   

listening to water run down  

the sides of a plate, 

the smell of soil after rain. 

There is love in cat purrs,  

fire  

on cold nights,  

wind  

rushing through leaves,  

fingers tapping keyboards.  

 

There is also love  

in allowing yourself  

to fall  

into your deepest crack.  

The one you've run from  

yet  

cultivated the edges of. 

You peel in layers,  

 

lie  

in the air, a wound  

with frost and sun.  

 

There is love in writing this,  

my words  

shaped with heart guiding  

to where it's still and open. 
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Today 

Can I give myself this gift of time  

 

instead of feeling chased? 

Some things  

can be put off.  

 

Some things  

can hang.  

Let them. 

 

Can the trees come alive in their absence? 

The kitten encircled on the grass laundry basket,  

my chest rising and falling with breath. 

Can this moment be enough? 

 

Put aside my struggle and striving, 

the calling phone, its digital whirr. 

 

Can celebration be something quiet?  

 

A kind of gentle holding. 

 

The questions don't need answering, 

the dishes dirty in the sink,  

 

problems  

unsolved, emails half-written.  

Those people who are waiting for me, 

maybe they're just living their lives. 

Let them live their lives.  

 

All these un-peel themselves.  

Thoughts come off  
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like discarded clothes.  

 

All complete in its incompleteness,  

the way trees don't miss their leaves in winter. 
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About Billie Holiday  

Maybe she is singing about the man who left 

but I hear a stretched cord of yearning  

 

for rain, for soil to receive 

 

What do we desire except our own wholeness? 

A closed circle expanding, 

word following word  

 

seamlessly, 

the way poems come out of nowhere  

 

and lead you back  

 

to that place where soft pain seeps out – 

 

A voice that points to my heart, saying  

Seed of hope  

 

you always return,  

Centre of knowing  

 

you’ve been there ever since  

 

these things we call stars 
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Water  

They say  

your body is sixty percent water. 

Your bones twenty-five. 

By the time you're thirsty you've lost one percent.  

I don't know who they are or how you create a fact  

but I do know that I long to be a river,  

soft liquid for my bones, 

carving out rock to make a home.   

I know my deepest self is supple and unwinding.  

That my body recognises  

 

what it's part of. 
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I am, you are  

I am the sunrise,  

the cusp through which day spills over,  

flooding the world with colour. 

 

You are the silence, 

the ground sounds come out of 

as night offers the light of stars.  

 

You are the open-handed gesture  

I return to.  
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On Death  

When women sit around a fire for long enough we start 

talking about giving and taking life.  

 

I've never given birth to a child. I was pregnant once but 

chose to end it. I saw then my body could create and close 

to life. This terrified me. 

 

Little girls are told the world is too immense, that power is 

not for them. 

That power is them. 

 

When I say power, it's not the heavy kind of a gloved fist 

descending. It's knowing how to find an opening in a 

thicket for life to breathe and thrive. 

 

We have to garden within ourselves, to notice what to 

clear, what to feed. 

What in me asks to die right now? 

 

Writing is an act of gardening, cutting away the extra 

words so meaning shines. 

 

When water shifts from cloudy to clear, you see all the way 

to the bottom. 

 

When did we forget? 
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